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This paper tries to discuss the relationship between a historical figure He Qiao 
yuan and the maritime world.It will be based on a maritime standard and take the 
process of He Qiaoyuan’s life as the main line, from which it can reveal the situation 
and He Qiaoyuan’s anxiety of the Fujian sea during the Late Ming Dynasty. 
     He Qiaoyuan as a representative of Fujian gentry, is closely associated with the 
maritime society. In his life experiences, there are several important events that 
directly participate in the ocean affairs. Firstly, When He Qiaoyuan become an official 
in Beijing in Wan Li Dynasty, he has maken full use of Fujian scholars ’s advantage  
of graspping the priority maritime intelligence and actively to prevent the imperial 
court to seal the tribute to Japan, which promotes the development of the national 
government in a favorable direction.Secondly, when in the face of the Dutch invasion 
and the chaos of the Fujian sea, He Qiaoyuan as the representative of the Fujian 
gentries ,He expressed their worries and concerns.Thirdly, during the Chongzhen Tianqi 
period,he acted as a mediator of the official and the folk ,and come forward to offer 
amnesty and enlistment to rebels the private armed forces Zheng Zhilong at sea, 
which has maken a contribution to the stability of the Fujian sea. Fourthly, during He 
Qiaoyuan's third official, he has supported the central thought of openning the ocean. 
He Qiaoyuan itself is not a maritime character, but as a gentry, he a deep concern 
and worry of the Southeast sea. His view on maritime cognition and the situation of 
the Fujian sea is relatively objectively , enlighten and in accordance with the trend of 
development of current situation. He Qiaoyuan has always hold understanding and 
sympathy to the folk sea power, and even repeatedly recommend Zheng Zhilong to 
sasuke the Liaodong war.Moreover, he has advocated the “Kaiyang theory” which is 
built on the objective environment of Fujian sea based, and in line with the trend of 
historical development, but unfortunately it is notadopt by the court . At the same time, 















When in the face of maritime threats ,he can hardly put forward a nice measures.So 
He Qiaoyuan has no mature ocean theory. 
In fact, by the analysis of He Qiaoyuan's worries ,we can see the ocean worries 
and the situation of that era. The change of southeast sea power, is roughly taking  
Wanli thirty-two years (1604) as the boundary line. Before that the naval threaten 
forces of the Fujian sea was mainly from the Japanese pirates and China private 
armed, and then was mainly from western pirates and China maritime private armed. 
Luckily, the official has integrated Zheng Zhilong's sea power, and thus can control 
the Fujian sea in the military and maintain the relative stability. But from the point of 
view of ocean trade space, due to the Dutch and other western colonists came to the 
East and the ban of sea in Ming Chongzhen Dynasty, China's maritime trade space 
retreated,then the official lost more maritime interests and also left a hidden danger. 
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兴趣已经完全转移到海洋史了！笔者真正对海洋史产生兴趣，是在 2011 年 11 月
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